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Preface
Software Maintenance includes all of the many things that must be done to keep
software systems running, and providing accurate results for their users, long after the
original developers have moved on. Yet, software maintenance also includes things
that must be done to keep the )rst line of code viable once the second line of code
has been written, and the third, and the fourth, and so on, through their deployment
and beyond. Reengineering involves analyzing, understanding, and modifying deployed
software systems so that adaptations necessary to serve new and changed business
needs can be safely and correctly implemented. Maintenance and reengineering come
together as deployed systems become more brittle and as the computing and business
environments change over time. The techniques needed to keep systems running and
to allow systems to adapt often merge and the tools and processes to support them are
often the same.
The European Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR),
sponsored by the Reengineering Forum industry association and the IEEE Computer
Society TCSE, was founded in 1997 to provide a continuing exploration of these
processes, tools and techniques as we learn more as an industry. This special issue
comprises a follow-up on the work presented at CSMR 99 [1] which was held at the
Chapel of St. Agnes, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 3–5 March 1999. At that meeting,
24 juried papers were presented, and keynotes were given by Fred Hirdes, Emendo
Software Group (The Netherlands) on software maintenance factories and by Leland
Freeman of The Source Recovery Company (USA) on how to recover source code
from systems where the source code has been lost.
This special issue presents journal extensions of the six most prominent contributions
of the papers presented at CSMR 99. These papers provide the reader with an overview
of the state-of-the-art of various topics in software maintenance and reengineering.
Jens H. Jahnke, Wilhelm Sch@afer, J@org Wadsack, and Albert Z@undorf open the special
issue with data reverse engineering—the process of understanding legacy databases and
representing their domain semantics as conceptual schemas. These authors propose a
new way to overcome the limitations to evolve database schemes using an iterative
approach. Their work is supported by a tool called CARE.
Pedro Sousa, Lurdes Pedro-de-Jesus, ConCcalo Pereira, and Fernando Brito e Abreu,
also address the subject of data reverse engineering. They observed that it is often
much more diEcult than a one-to-one logical-to-conceptual database schema conver-
sion, because semantic knowledge must be obtained by interpreting constructs found
in diFerent information sources. These authors discuss an approach to deal with
this.
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M. Ajmal Chaumun, Hind Kabaili, Rudolf K. Keller and FranCcois Lustman address
in their paper a change impact model to assess the modi)ability of object-oriented
systems. Basically they compute the impact based on a conceptual model of the object
oriented code.
Jacob Brunekreef and Bob Diertens report on a industrial project where they designed
and implemented a user-controlled software renovation factory. They employed this
factory to convert a real-world system from a Cobol 85 dialect, back to a Cobol 74
dialect. This paper won a best paper award.
Alex Sellink, Harry Sneed and Chris Verhoef discuss an industrial project where
an automated software renovation factory was used to componentize a system for a
Swiss Bank so that it became possible to web-enable it. They proposed a restructuring
algorithm that impacted industry and academia.
Finally, Derek Rayside and Kostas Kontogiannis also obtained a best paper award
for their contribution on extracting Java library subsets so that for deployed embedded
systems the minimal library is used, which is needed for small embedded devices with
limited storage capabilities.
Information on the next conference in the CSMR series can be found at
http://reengineer.org/ and at http://tcse.org/.
We appreciated the very fruitful cooperation with Jan Bergstra, the Editor in Chief
of Science of Computer Programming, and Fer Mesman and Arjen Sevenster both from
Elsevier Science Publishers during the preparation of this special issue. We gratefully
acknowledge the referees for their substantial eForts.
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